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Secretary for Development

Question:
The authorities stated that they would continue the large scale operation on comprehensive
clearance of unauthorised building works on rooftops, flat roofs, yards and lanes of target
buildings. In this connection, will the authorities advise this Committee:
a)

of the number of cases in the backlog of outstanding removal orders, and of the
categories into which they fall;

b)

whether there is any plan to increase manpower and resources to speed up the work of
clearing backlog of outstanding removal orders to cope with the workload this year; if
so, of the increase in the number of staff and of the expenditure involved; if not, the
reasons for that?

Asked by: Prof Hon Joseph LEE Kok-long (Member Question No. 38)
Reply:
a)

As at end 2015, there were about 64 000 outstanding removal orders issued against
unauthorised building works (UBWs) in the whole territory. The Buildings
Department (BD) does not compile statistics on the number of different types of
UBWs involved in the removal orders.

b)

Enforcement action against UBWs, including clearance of outstanding removal orders,
is carried out by the 630 professional and technical staff of the two Existing Buildings
Divisions, the Mandatory Building Inspection Division and the Minor Works and
Signboard Control Section of the BD as part of their overall duties to implement the
BD’s building safety and maintenance enforcement programmes. A total of
36 professional and technical posts will be created in 2016-17 to assist in the
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implementation of the above-mentioned programmes. We are not able to provide a
breakdown of the additional manpower involved solely in the clearance of outstanding
removal orders.
- End –
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Question:
Regarding the inspection of sub-divided flats in target buildings, will the authorities advise
this Committee:
a) of the number of reports received in the past three years and the number of such reports
with irregularities found during inspection;
b) of the number of sub-divided flats inspected with irregularities of building works found,
of the most common irregularities found, and of the number of sub-divided flats with
irregularities that have not yet been rectified for the year 2015;
c) whether increasing manpower to speed up rectification of sub-divided flats and inspect
more sub-divided flats has been considered; if so, of the details; if not, of the reasons for
that?
Asked by: Prof Hon Joseph LEE Kok-long (Member Question No. 39)
Reply:
a) The Buildings Department (BD) received about 16 600 reports on sub-divided flats
(SDFs) in the past three years from members of the public or other government
departments, among which the BD identified SDFs in 2 961 reports. Among these
2 961 reports, 307 SDFs were found to be associated with building irregularities that
had to be followed up by the issue of removal orders.
b) Apart from responding to reports, the BD also takes enforcement action against
irregularities of building works associated with SDFs through large scale operations.
In 2015, the BD inspected 3 466 SDFs in total. Of these 3 466 SDFs, 102 were found
to be associated with building irregularities which had to be followed up by the issue of
removal orders. As at end December 2015, the building irregularities associated with
five of these 102 SDFs were rectified.
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The commonly-found building irregularities associated with SDFs are the formation of
unauthorised door openings that contravene the fire-resisting construction requirements
of fire escape routes, the erection of partition walls that block fire escape routes,
sub-standard drainage works that result in water seepage and excessive installation of
partition walls and/or thickening of floor screeding that result in overloading of the
floor slabs.
c) In 2015-16, enforcement action against building irregularities associated with SDFs is
carried out by 376 professional and technical staff of the two Existing Buildings
Divisions of the BD as part of their overall duties to implement the BD’s building safety
and maintenance enforcement programmes. An additional 36 professional and
technical posts will be created in 2016-17 to assist in the implementation of the
above-mentioned programmes. We are not able to provide a breakdown of the
additional manpower resources involved solely for carrying out enforcement action in
relation to SDFs.

- End -

